VERIFICATION OF INVITATION LETTER

- FOR ISSUING VISA 'C' -

The inviter in procedure of certification of invitation letter issued in purpose of obtaining visa for short-term residence (visa 'C') is obriged to enclose required documentation.

Inviter is obriged for visa 'C' with fulfilled invitation letter to enclose following documentation:

1. Application for certification of invitation letter, addressed at the Service for Foreigners' Affairs,

2. Evidence on possession of sufficient means of sustenance for own sustenance and sustenance of person who is inviting, which is proved by:
   • certificate or assurance on regular monthly income, or possession of cash
   • other documentation which inviter may prove the possession of means for subsistence

3. Copy of identification card or passport of inviter certified by the authority administrationmunicipality

4. Copy of alien's passport the inviter (data and copy of sticker of approval of temporary residence, or unverified copy of decision on approved temporary residence), copy of identification card for alien

5. Copy of travel document- the passport of alien coming into visit (it is not needed to certify copy)

6. Evidence on secured accommodation for alien

7. Evidence on paid prescribed administrative fee for certification of invitation letter